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2 of 2 review helpful History We Can Care About By Pegfish I once taught high school history and I wish I d had 
more books like FACE OF THE ENEMY to use as enrichment resources Many historical mysteries are either weighed 
down with detail or lacking in good plot elements needed for a truly puzzling story FACE OF THE ENEMY has 
characters who matter to us a skillfully woven plot and tons of interesting details of the tim December 1941 America 
reels from the brutal attack on Pearl Harbor Both patriotism and paranoia grip New York as the city frantically 
mobilizes for war Nurse Louise Hunter is outraged when the FBI in a midnight sweep of prominent Japanese residents 
storms in to arrest her patient rsquo s wife The desperately ill Professor Oakley is married to Masako Fumi an avant 
garde artist who has befriended Louise a newcomer to the bustling city The nurse vows to help the pro FACE OF THE 
ENEMY is a deft historical novel that offers characters to care about an engrossing story a believable setting and a 
window into a too often ignored chapter in recent American history Read it for any one of those elements or all of 
them yo 
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